Purpose: This study was designed to delineate genetic contributions, if any, to sporadic forms of mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) not related to GJB2 mutations (DFNB1) in a pediatric population.
INTRODUCTION
Hereditary hearing loss contributes to more than 50% of hearing loss cases in pediatric population. 1 Nonsyndromic hearing loss in the absence of other systemic manifestations accounts for ~70% of hereditary hearing loss. The most frequent mode of inheritance of nonsyndromic hearing loss is autosomal recessive (AR) (75-80% of cases). [2] [3] [4] AR nonsyndromic hearing loss (OMIM 220700) typically has a congenital or prelingual onset. 4 The degree of AR nonsyndromic hearing loss is usually severe or profound, although varying degrees of residual hearing can be observed in a subset of patients. 5 Because of the huge impact of severe or profound hearing impairment in a pediatric population during speech and behavioral development, the main focus has been on etiological clarification in severe rather than milder hearing loss cases. However, mild to moderate hearing loss in early childhood, if not rehabilitated appropriately and in a timely manner, can also cause significant sequelae in school achievements and linguistic development. Early cochlear implantation is the only option for auditory rehabilitation of the majority of severe or total hearing loss. By contrast, diverse options are available for the management of mild to moderate hearing loss, depending on the degree and aggravation rate. Consequently, understanding the etiology of milder hearing loss can provide insight into the selection of appropriate auditory rehabilitation.
To date, mutations in 56 autosomal genes have been identified as a cause of AR nonsyndromic hearing loss, indicating extreme etiologic heterogeneity (http://hereditaryhearingloss.org/main. aspx?c=.HHH&n=86307). Most of the alterations in these AR genes are associated with severe hearing loss. However, a subset of deafness caused by GJB2 mutations (DFNB1), particularly in individuals carrying the p.V37I allele, is associated with mild to moderate hearing loss. [6] [7] [8] Recessive mutations in the OTOG, OTOGL, and STRC genes also are implicated in moderate hearing loss, rather than severe to profound hearing loss, in children. [9] [10] [11] Alterations in autosomal dominant (AD) deafness genes can manifest expectantly as hearing loss starting in childhood. Nevertheless, no extensive study has been conducted to delineate comprehensively the molecular genetic etiology of mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), particularly a sporadic form, in a pediatric population. Lack of information regarding this issue in the literature encouraged us to expand our interests in genetic hearing loss further to milder hearing loss. Here we show diverse modes of inheritance involving sporadic moderate hearing loss in childhood.
MATeRIALs AND MeTHODs ethical considerations
This study of mild to moderate hearing loss in children was approved by the institutional review boards at the Seoul National University Hospital (IRBY-H-0905-041-281) and Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (IRB-B-1007-105-402). Informed consent was obtained from all participants in this study. For the child participants, written informed consent was obtained from the parents or guardians.
study participants and audiometric evaluation
Clinical evaluation of all affected individuals by an ear, nose, and throat surgeon included medical and developmental history interviews, physical examinations, pure-tone audiometry, and imaging studies (high-resolution temporal bone computed tomography and/or magnetic resonance imaging) whenever possible. We referred all of our subjects to ophthalmologists and neuropediatricians to rule out any syndromic feature. All subjects underwent pure-tone audiometry in a soundproof room, with air-conduction and bone-conduction recordings. Air-conduction pure-tone average thresholds in the conversational frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz were measured for each ear and used to define deafness severity. Hearing level was labeled as subtle (16-25 dB) , mild (26-40 dB), moderate (41-70 dB), severe (71-95 dB), or profound (95 dB). We regularly performed serial audiograms to detect any noticeable aggravation of hearing impairment after their participation in this study, and we provided timely auditory rehabilitation. The pure-tone average across these frequencies was calculated and reported as decibels of hearing loss. For SB106-198, on whom pure-tone audiometry could not be performed because he was too young, brainstem response threshold evaluations and/or auditory steady-state response(s) were recorded, and mean thresholds at frequencies in the 0.5-to 4-kHz range were averaged to approximate the pure-tone average. From September 2010 through June 2012, we consecutively recruited unrelated pediatric subjects who manifested mild to moderate SNHL during their first visit regardless of age at the onset of hearing loss and progression. Hearing loss in SB106-198 and SB112-204 was clearly documented as prelingual; however, clarifying whether the onset of hearing loss in the other subjects in our pediatric cohort as truly prelingual or postlingual was difficult (Supplementary Table S1 online). SB115-207 and SB114-206, who were >15 years old at their first visit, also were included in our cohort because they and their parents had clear recollection of their SNHL beginning during their first decade. Pediatric subjects with severe or profound hearing loss at their first visit were excluded from this study. Individuals with syndromic, unilateral hearing loss or with inner ear anomalies, such as an enlarged vestibular aqueduct or incomplete partition type III, also were excluded from this study (Supplementary Figure S1 online). For the remaining 22 patients, GJB2 sequencing was conducted, and six DFNB1 subjects were excluded. Finally, five multiplex families were excluded irrespective of the inheritance pattern of hearing loss. As a result, our cohort comprised 11 subjects who manifested a sporadic form of mild to moderate SNHL without any family history of SNHL (Figure 1a,b) . Probands and any family members also were recruited for segregation of the variants that we detected. The parents of SB66-116 and SB125-217 refused to provide blood samples. Blood samples from only one parent of SB114 and SB115 were provided.
DNA preparation and whole-exome sequencing
Whole blood (10 ml) was obtained from all probands in the 11 families and, if possible, their siblings and parents for the segregation study. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood as described previously, 8 and that from our 11 probands was subjected to whole-exome sequencing (WES). A SureSelect 50 Mb Hybridization and Capture kit was used for WES, and sequencing was performed using a HiSeq2000. Read length for paired-end reads was 100 bp.
Detection of single-nucleotide variants and insertion/ deletion polymorphisms
Reads were aligned to the human genome reference sequence (hg19) using BWA version 0.7.5 12 with the "MEM" algorithm. We used SAMTOOLS version 0. 
Filtering process
We selected exonic and splicing variants, including nonsynonymous variants and small indels. We selected variants with allele frequencies <1% that were reported previously in NHLBI-ESP 6500, the 1000 Genomes Project, and our in-house Korean database consisting of exomes from 192 Korean individuals. We then filtered out the variants that were reported in dbSNP137, but we included those in the flagged SNP database maintained from the University of California, Santa Cruz. To prevent loss of a potential true causative variant, we hypothesized that any of the following inheritance patterns could be associated with the development of a sporadic form of moderate hearing loss in children: (i) de novo mutations in known AD deafness genes, (ii) biallelic mutations in AR genes, (iii) monoallelic mutations in X chromosome genes for boys, and (iv) digenic inheritance. We labeled the variants possibly corresponding to at least one of these patterns as "inheritance pattern-matched variants." In brief, these inheritance pattern-matched variants were chosen solely based on WES data from the probands. We classified the inheritance pattern-matched variants into groups according to the inheritance pattern in which the variants from the probands could cause deafness (Figure 2) .
Original research article
If the inheritance pattern-matched variants cosegregated with the hearing loss phenotype in the segregation study, we then matched by ethnicity 138 normal-hearing control subjects (80 males and 58 females) as documented by puretone audiograms for the variants. When parental and sibling samples were missing because of their reluctance to join this study (i.e., SB125-217), we also subjected these samples to the control study to avoid overlooking any potential variants, even though the segregation study was not performed. The age of our normal-hearing controls ranged from 32 to 48 years old. To prevent loss of potential true causative variants, we applied an exclusion-based filtering strategy when we selected "possible candidate after segregation test" ( Table 1) . Specifically, we excluded variants if our segregation test Progressive   0   250 500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250 500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0  250 500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0  250 500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 0   250  500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250  500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250  500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250  500  1 k  2 k  4 k  8 k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250  500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120   0   250 500  1k  2k  4k  8k   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 Original research article among family members revealed apparent discordance or if the detection frequency of the variant in our control chromosomes was more than 1/200. Finally, we selected "strong candidate variants" among the possible causal variants in the case that the variants resided in the already-known deafness genes, the public database strongly supported their pathogenicity, or both. To assess the pathogenicity of possible candidates, we calculated a pathogenicity score 16 by summing the SIFT (http://sift. jcvi.org/), PolyPhen2 (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/ pph2/), likelihood ratio test (http://www.molecularevolution.org/resources/lrt), MutationTaster (http://www.mutationtaster.org/), and GERP++ (http://mendel.stanford.edu/ SidowLab/downloads/gerp/) scores to predict deleterious variants. The variants were classified as strong candidate variants if pathogenicity scores of two recessive variants were both equal to six.
Copy-number variant analysis
We adopted a read depth strategy to analyze copy-number variants (CNVs) using high-throughput sequencing data. Excavator version 2.2 16 was used to call CNVs to minimize any systematic biases, such as guanine-cytosine (GC) content, mappability, and exon length.
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ResULTs
We analyzed the whole exomes of 11 unrelated pediatric subjects manifesting a sporadic form of mild to moderate SNHL. On average, we achieved 100× mean exome coverage, with 90% covered at >10×. Over 90% of unique reads were aligned with a mapping quality score >0, as compared with the reference (Supplementary Table S2 
online).
After removing common variants with allele frequency >1% in public and in-house databases, we significantly reduced the number of candidates by including only inheritance patternmatched variants among the novel SNPs in patients. By verifying the phase or segregation of the variants in normal-hearing parents and/or siblings of each family, we were able to reduce the number of possible candidates to seven or fewer in all 11 cases ( Table 1, Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 online) . At least one or more variants remained possible candidates for all 11 cases ( Table 1, Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 online) .
We found a strong candidate variant in 5 of the 11 probands (41.6%) ( or not previously reported in dbSNP, they are subjected to the next filtering step. We check ethnicity-matched, normal-hearing control samples for the variants if the segregation of the variants in each family cannot be tested or is compatible with a known inheritance pattern of the gene. We designate the variants as "possible causal variants" if we cannot detect the variants from our control samples. Additional information from the literature or public databases is used to select strong candidate variants. VCF, variant call format. applying our filtering strategy. The strong candidate genes that caused mild to moderate SNHL in five probands were TECTA, OTOGL, GPR98/PDZD7, SERPINB6, and MYH14 (Tables 1  and 2, Figure 3) . In detail, a known pathogenic heterozygous splice site variant of TECTA, c.5383+5delGTGA, was found in patient SB106-198. This de novo splice site variant was predicted to significantly affect canonical splicing, as predicted by the exonic splicing enhancers (ESE) finder (prediction score: 8.39 → 4.131) and also by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (prediction score: 0.87 → 0.00) (http://www. fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html). Paternity was confirmed at the molecular level to confirm that this missense variant of SB106-198 acted as a de novo allele. SB109-201, manifesting stable hearing thresholds over 2 years (Figure 1c) , turned out to carry two definitely pathogenic mutations of OTOGL that lead to truncation of the protein. A novel splicing variant, GPR98 c.3022+2T>G, from patient SB112-204 was most likely pathogenic because this mutation would abolish canonical splicing as predicted by the ESE finder (prediction score: 2.9 → 0) (http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/ esefinder.cgi?Process=home). However, patient SB112-204 did not present any symptoms of nyctalopia, and ophthalmologic examinations, including electroretinography and optical coherence tomography, did not reveal any functional or structural retinal abnormalities (Supplementary Figure S2  online) . Similarly, a novel SERPINB6 splicing variant (c.730-1G>A) detected in SB114-206 was predicted to be deleterious for a canonical splicing site (prediction score: 10.8 → −3.18 by the ESE finder). Also, a de novo MYH14 missense substitution, p.D529N, in SB119-211 was predicted to be pathogenic by Polyphen2 and SIFT and was evolutionarily significantly conserved among species (GERP++ score of 4.37). Paternity also was confirmed at the molecular level to ensure that this missense variant in SB119-211 acted as a de novo allele. Original research article Electromyography did not reveal any abnormalities indicative of peripheral neuropathy, thus suggesting that SNHL in SB119-211 was nonsyndromic.
In addition to single-nucleotide variants in the 11 samples, we also analyzed possible CNVs. We specifically focused on CNVs in known deafness genes and calculated the depth of coverage for the targeted regions (Supplementary Table S5 online). Indeed, there were several exons whose coverage was below 10×, in particular, exon 1 of some genes (presumably high GC content). It could be possible that some pathogenic CNVs may have resided in this area. However, we confirmed that most exons of the known deafness genes were sufficiently covered overall. Then we investigated CNVs using Excavator: (i) any deletion or duplication of alleles in an AR pattern or (ii) one AD allele (de novo). However, there were no deletions or duplications in the targeted regions.
Mild to moderate SNHL occurred in a Korean pediatric population via at least three types of inheritance modes: (i) biallelic mutations of AR genes (SB109-201, SB114-206), (ii) de novo occurrence of an AD mutation (SB119-211, SB106-198), and (iii) digenic inheritance (SB112-204). Depending on the causative gene, hearing loss progression greatly differed. Specifically, subject SB114-206, carrying SERPINB6 mutations, manifested significant aggravation of hearing thresholds over 2 years, whereas subject SB109-201, with OTOGL mutations, had stable hearing loss over 2 years (Figure 1c) .
DIsCUssION
A homozygosity mapping strategy using large consanguineous families has been used to discover prevalent and predominant deafness genes. However, the molecular etiology of deafness caused by low-prevalence genes in a sporadic form requires a completely different methodology. The prevalence of genetic disorders in pediatric subjects manifesting sporadic mild to moderate SNHL has not been reported accurately. To this end, we established a disease cohort comprising mainly pediatric cases of sporadic mild to moderated SNHL unrelated to GJB2 mutations. We subjected all samples from our 11 probands to WES, instead of using commercially available deafness panels, to address more effectively the proportion of genetic contribution to the patients' milder SNHL. In this study we proposed a filtering strategy customized for the genetic diagnosis of milder SNHL through WES in small, nonconsanguineous families (Figure 2) .
Interestingly, we showed that at least three types of inheritance modes are implicated in the sporadic form of mild to moderate SNHL in a Korean pediatric population. These inheritance modes include (i) biallelic mutations of AR genes (OTOGL, SERPINB6), (ii) de novo occurrence of an AD mutation (MYH14, TECTA), and (iii) digenic inheritance (GPR98/PDZD7). This is in sharp contrast to the fact that AR inheritance accounts for the majority of prelingual severe to profound pediatric SNHL cases. The diverse inheritance modes of mild pediatric SNHL documented in our study indicate that a more sophisticated analytical approach is required after basic filtering of WES data from probands. p.D529N *c.5383 + 5delGTGA: Previously reported to be pathogenic. 36 AD, autosomal dominant, DP, depth of coverage; GQ, genotype quality.
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Original research article OTOGL at the DFNB84 locus and SERPINB6 at the DFNB91 locus reportedly cause mild to moderate SNHL in a pediatric population if mutated. 11, 17 OTOGL is expressed in Claudius cells, Hensen's cells, outer hair cells, and also prominently in the three acellular gelatinous membranes (i.e., the cupula, the otoconical membrane, and the tectorial membrane). OTOGL Original research article is transcribed at high levels during the embryonic stage, after which its transcription decreases in the early postnatal stage and further so in the adult stages. 11 Indeed, knocking down the otogelin-like protein encoded by OTOGL led to hearing loss and anatomic changes in the inner ear of zebrafish.
11 Downregulation of this gene during the postnatal and adult stages supports this protein's role mainly in anatomical structure development; it is likely not significantly associated with maintenance of the structures. 11 Application of WES to delineate the etiology of bilateral mild to moderate SNHL in a French family recently discovered a biallelic nonsense mutation of OTOGL, and no audiogram hearing thresholds exceeded 70 dB. In line with the expression profile that supports a developmental rather than maintenance role of this protein, audiograms were reportedly stable during the 5-year follow-up period. 18, 19 Subject SB109-201 in our cohort also had stable hearing thresholds over 2 years (Figure 1c) . By contrast, hearing loss caused by mutations in SERPINB6 (DFNB91) was strikingly different from that caused by OTOGL mutations in many aspects. To minimize nonspecific intracellular damage, the activities of serine and cysteine proteases are tightly regulated by inhibitors, such as those in the serpin superfamily. Among these, clade B serpins encoded by SERPINB6 are the predominant intracellular protease inhibitors. Absence of SERPINB6A in mice demonstrated age-related progressive hearing loss that was exaggerated at high frequencies.
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SERPINB6 mutations were recently reported to cause lateonset, postlingual, moderate SNHL. 17, 21 Alterations in this gene do not seem to contribute to congenital, prelingual, severe to profound SNHL based on the absence of mutations in this gene among a large cohort comprising such cases. 17 The progressive nature of SNHL, as related to SERPINB6, was proposed even though its progression has not been validated by audiograms in the literature. 17, 21 Indeed, subject SB114-206, who carried SERPINB6 mutations in this study, showed significant deterioration of the hearing threshold over 2 years, which was in marked contrast to SB109-201, who possessed OTOGL mutations (Figure 1c) . The age at onset of DFNB91-induced SNHL in humans has not been determined previously, but our study clearly indicates that SNHL onset occurred during the early teens, suggesting DFNB91 as a possible etiology of pediatric SNHL. Abrupt down-sloping, ski slope-type hearing loss, as occurred in subject SB114-206, caught our attention (Figure 1a) because alterations in TMPRSS3, a serine protease, are also known to cause progressive ski slope-type hearing loss. 22, 23 The fact that alterations in both protease and protease inhibitors cause ski slope-type SNHL may imply that highfrequency hearing is more vulnerable to imbalance between the activities of proteases and protease inhibitors.
In this study we also investigated the digenic inheritance of moderate SNHL involving two Usher syndrome type II (USH2)-related genes, GPR98 and PDZD7. In relation to USH2, SNHL is usually manifested to a moderate degree, although mild and severe degrees have also been reported. 24 In our subject SB112-204, we identified a heterozygous mutant allele of GPR98, a known USH2 gene, along with a heterozygous PDZD7 mutant allele. PDZD7 was recently suggested to be a modifier of USH2. Specifically, a heterozygous mutant allele of PDZD7 exacerbates the course of retinitis pigmentosa in subjects carrying a heterozygous truncation mutation of USH2A or GPR98 in trans with the heterozygous mutant allele of PDZD7. 25 Therefore, it was proposed that a subset of Usher syndrome may not be a Mendelian but a digenic or oligogenic disease. 25 This suggestion is compatible with later observations that PDZD7 colocalized with usherin, whirlin, and GPR98 to the ankle-link region, 25 as well as with observations that cytosolic domains of usherin and GPR98 can bind to PDZD7. 26 Based on these observations, the role of PDZD7 was predicted to be involved in ankle-link complex scaffolding components.
26 SB112-204 showed no retinal functional or structural abnormalities, however, and there was no evidence supporting the current existence of retinitis pigmentosa. The inability to detect any ophthalmologic abnormality in SB112-204 was not surprising considering the mean age of retinitis pigmentosa diagnosis in USH2. The median age of SNHL diagnosis in USH2 was reportedly 5 years (8 months to 31 years), whereas that of Usher syndrome diagnosis was 34.5 years (8-76 years). 24 Mild to moderate SNHL may act as an important early biological marker for diseases that develop later.
SB119-211 had a de novo MYH14 mutation. This mutated allele was altered in a residue that was well conserved evolutionarily (Figure 2a) . MYH14 encodes one of the heavy chains of the class II nonmuscle myosins (i.e., heavy chain 14). This gene resides within the DFNA4 locus, 27, 28 suggesting the possible contribution of this gene to deafness, even though the heterogeneity of this locus was reported subsequently. 29, 30 By evaluating four families with cosegregating moderate SNHL and a MYH14 mutation, Donaudy et al. 31 reported a substantial contribution of MYH14 mutations to hereditary SNHL. Interestingly, the MYH14 mutation occurred as a de novo alteration in one of the four families. The phenotypic spectrum of this gene was recently expanded significantly by the discovery of a MYH14 variant responsible for peripheral neuropathy, myopathy, and hoarseness, in addition to mild to moderate SNHL. 32 The cochlear expression pattern of this protein (i.e., higher expression in adults than during development) suggests that hearing loss may progress over time, which also was noted in the DFNA4 subjects with MYH14 mutations. 31 However, detailed audiograms related to MYH14 mutations were not provided in previous studies. In this study we obtained an audiogram configuration for subject SB119-211 that was very similar to those of previously reported syndromic patients from the FC317 family who express a MYH14 mutation (Figure 1d) , 32 supporting a causal relationship between MYH14 p.D529N and SB119-211 SNHL.
The heterozygous splice-site variant of TECTA (c.5383+5delGTGA) seen in SB106-198 was detected initially in a UK family by segregating AD SNHL. 33 It was recently reported to generate aberrant splicing products by exon 16 skipping, but not by reading frame disruption, in lymphoblastoid cell lines from affected subjects in a Brazilian family. 34 Mutations in the TECTA gene result in either AD (DFNA8/12) or AR (DFNB21) SNHL. 35, 36 This variant affects the zonadhesion-zona (ZA-ZP) interdomain, and a previous study described nonprogressive, slightly down-sloping or flat-type, moderate to severe hearing loss, which is compatible with the audiogram configuration observed in patient SB106-198. More importantly, our study clearly shows that the onset of SNHL related to this splice-site variant was prelingual and also reports the de novo occurrence of an AD TECTA variant.
Using WES and a subsequent rigorous filtering strategy, we obtained a convincing molecular genetic diagnosis in at least 5 of the 11 pediatric patients (45.4%). Based on this result, more than 45.4% of mild to moderate SNHL unrelated to DFNB1 in a Korean pediatric population can be attributed to genetic alterations. The proportion could possibly be even higher than 45.4% because we could not finalize a causative variant for SNHL in a subset of our cohort because of the small family size. It is also possible that causative variants may be regulatory noncoding variants that were not detectable by exome sequencing. In addition, the sample size is too small to extrapolate the diagnostic yield of exome sequencing for hearing loss, and a larger-scale study is needed to draw a more solid conclusion. Nevertheless, this detection rate seems sufficiently high for further clinical efforts to identify a molecular genetic etiology in these patients. In this study we were able to attribute a strong genetic contribution to a sporadic form of mild to moderate SNHL unrelated to DFNB1 in a pediatric population. Diverse modes of inheritance were observed, and this should be considered when interpreting and filtering the results of molecular genetic testing in children with moderate SNHL and when counseling their families. In particular, a multidisciplinary approach including neurological and ophthalmological evaluations should be used to determine a correct diagnosis and to comprehensively manage these patients. Predicting the degree of progression based on molecular etiology would enable us to choose appropriate auditory rehabilitation.
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